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1. Introduction. Let Há(A+), 0 < ô S °°, be the set of all qxq matrix-

valued functions F+ = [/J], 1 S U j S q, on the upper half-plane A + such that

each entry ff¡ is in the Hardy class HÔ(A+ ). Let L°+(R) be the set of all q x q

matrix-valued functions F on the real line R which are the nontangential limits

of the functions F+ inflá(A+). Similarly let HÓ(A~) and L°¡~(R) denote the ap-

propriate classes of q x q matrix-valued functions on the lower half-plane A-

and on R respectively.

An important problem in multivariate prediction theory with continuous time

is, given a nonnegative hermitian qxq matrix-valued function F on R such that

Fe Ly(R) and {logdetF(X)}/(l + X2)eLy(R), to find a q x q matrix-valued

function O on S such that

F(X)=0(X)d>*(X) a.e. on R,

where<D(/l) = J¡fC(t)ea' dt, C(-)e L2(R), and if ®+is the holomorphic extension

of O to A+, then

i    c»                        ,1)
O+(i)>0 and det«J»+(i) = exp —        logdetF(A)--r-r > 0.

It   J-oo 14-/

An iterative procedure which yields an infinite series for O in terms of F has

been given by Wiener and Masani in [9] for the case that F is defined on the

unit circle C. To carry out the algorithm they assumed

(1) F(e">) = 1 + M(eie)& ess.l.u.b.|Mi/8)|B £p,< 1 (| |„= Banach norm).

When F is nonnegative hermitian-valued on C they showed that the algorithm

would hold under a weaker condition, namely that there exist constants cltc2,

0 < Cy S c2 < co, such that

(2) CyISFSc2I.
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In [7] Masani was able to improve the results he and Wiener gave in [9] by

assuming in lieu of condition (2) that

(i) Fis nonnegative hermitian-valued on C such that Fe Ly(C).

(3) (ii) F ~1 exists a.e. on C and F -1 e Ly(C).

(iii) If v(e'e),p(ew) denote the smallest and largest eigenvalues of F(e'9),

then p/veLy(C).

In his work Masani repeatedly made use of the fact that F~x € Ly(C). However

for many situations this condition is not necessarily satisfied. Moreover to ac-

complish his algorithm he had to factor the scalar-valued function (v 4- p) which

is not known.

In [10] an attempt by Wong and Thomas was made to obtain results similar to

those in [9] for the case that F is nonnegative hermitian-valued and on the real

line R. Their proof is ambiguous and incorrect. The correct result can be obtained

as consequence of our work.

§2 is devoted to preliminary results which are used in the rest of this paper.

In §3 we consider the factorization problem for any q x q matrix-valued function

F on R, not necessarily hermitian, such that

(4) F(X) = —      1       {I 4- M(X)}, where ess. l.u.b. |M(X)\B = p < 1.
n   1 + X - oo < ;. < oo

We show that F can be factored in the form

F(X) =<S>y(X)<&2(X) a.e. on R,

and obtain an algorithm similar to that given in [9] by Wiener and Masani for

the factors <by and 02. In §4 we consider the case that F is nonnegative hermitian-

valued and on the real line R. Our condition pertains to the boundedness of the

eigenvalues of F(X) and is weaker than condition (4). In §5 we look at a special

case when F is a rational function on R.

2. Preliminary results. As in [9] bold face letters^, B, etc. will denote q X q

matrices with complex entries ai}, bu, etc. and bold face letters F,<S>, etc. will

denote functions whose values are such matrices. tr,det, *, will be reserved for

the trace, determinant and adjoint of matrices. | A \B, \A\E will denote the Banach

and Euclidean norms of A [9, II]. The (k, 4-)th and (k, — )th Laguerre func-

tions lk and lk are defined on the extended complex plane by lk(w) =

in-i/2{(w-i)kl(w + i)k + 1} and lk(w)= -ÍK-li2{(w + i)k!(w-i)k+1}  respectively.

We shall be concerned with the sets LÖ(R) of q x q matrix-valued functions F

on R each entry of which is in L3(R), 0_< «5 = oo. If F is in LÖ(R), 1 ;£ 5 < oo, then

for each k — 0,the matrix Ak = ¡-œlk(X) F(X)dX is called the (k, ±)th Laguerre

coefficient of F. For 1 ^ <5 < oo, L°+(R) will denote the subset of functions in

Lâ(R) whose (k, — )th Laguerre coefficients Ak, k^O, vanish and L¿(R) will

consist of functions in L° + whose (0,4-)th Laguerre coefficient are zero. Similarly
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L°~(R) and L~(R) may be defined. This definition of L¿±(R) is equivalent to the

one mentioned in  §1.

If Fe L2(R) and has the Laguerre coefficients (Ak, +), k = 0, then F0+ will

denote the function in L2+(R) whose (k,+)th Laguerre coefficients are Ak for

k = 0, and whose remaining Laguerre coefficients are zero. F+ will denote the

function F0+ — Aq Zq . Similarly F0_ and F_ may be defined in L2~ (R).ln L2(R)

we introduce the Gramian, inner product and norm

/•   CO

(0,T) =        <¡>(X)V*(X)dX,
J— CO

((0,»F))= tr(0,V),        || O || = (tr(0,0))1/2.

We now state a lemma the proof of which is in [8, §4].

2.1 Lemma.    Let  Fe L°+(R). Then  (a)  det Fe L°*q(R).

(b) Either detF=0 o.e. on R or {log|det F(X)\}/(l + X2)eLyiR).

2.2 Definition, (a) Ois said to be of full-rank iff |detO(/l)| >0 a.e. on R.

(b) O is called an optimal function in L° + (P), 0<<5^co, iff «1> e L° +(R),

d>+(i) = 0 and -Pe L°¡+(R), 1"F* =00* => {4,+(¿)(^'+)*(0}1/2 á«»+(0.

(c) The notion of optimality for a function O in L°~(P) may be introduced

similarly.

If q = 1, a nonzero function 0 in L?s+ iR), 0 < ô S co, is optimal iff

i.+(0 = expl£log|c1.W|TfF>0.

For ? > 1 the following lemma yields a necessary and sufficient condition for

optimality.

2.3 Lemma, (a) Let OeL¿+(JR). Then the following statements are equivalent:

(i) <b is of full-rank and optimal in L¿ +(P),

(ii) 0+(() ^ 0 and det i» is a nonzero optimal function in L°j^iR).

(b) Analogous results to (a) holds for a function in L¿~iR).

3. A general factorization algorithm for q x ej matrix-valued functions on the

real line R.

3.1 Factorization Problem. Given a q x q matrix-valued function F on the

real line R such that Fe LyiR) and {log | det F(l)|}/(1 4- X2) is in LyiR), to find

functions Oi,<I>2 on R with the properties:

FiX) =Oi(l)02(A) a.e. on R,

a>i6L°2+(P),  a>26L2°-(p),

|det(Oi)+(i)| = |det(02)-(-i)|=exp— J Jog|detF(X)| j^.
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We shall solve this problem under the following assumption.

3.2 Assumption,   p = ess.l.u.b_Q0 <l<00\n(l + X2)F(X) - I\B < 1.    If   we let

M(X) = n(l+X2)F(X)-I,   then   F(X) = (n(l + X2))~'{I + M(X)},   where

p = ess.l.u.b. | M(X) \B < 1.
-0O<A<0O

3.3 Definition.   We define two operators 0>+, ^_ on L2(R) by

#+(*)=(OM)+,       ^_(0) = (MO)_,

where the operations (   )+, (   )_ are the same as in §2.

Some easily established properties of these operators are stated in the next

lemma.

3.4 Lemma, (a) ¿P+ and SP- are bounded linear operators on L2(R) into L2(R)

and L~2(R) respectively and \&+\,  |^-|^/f.

(b) If J is the identity operator on L2(R), then J -Y ?/+ and J -Y SP_ are inver-

tible and
(j + 0>±Yl =j-gp± + g>2± —,

where the series is absolutely convergent in the Banach algebra sé of bounded

linear operators on L2(R).

(c) 0>" + \<S>) = (0>"+(<t>)M) + , 0>"_+\<l>) = (M^"_(«))_.

(d) &+(r0I) = (lo+M) + ,0>l(lo+I)=((lZM) + M) + , - ^_(/0-7) = (M/0)_,^2_(/0-/)

= (M(M/Ö)_)_,-.

(e)\\3Pl(lU)\\,\\0>n-(löl)\\=(qpn)il2.

The following definition therefore makes sense.

3.5 Definition, (a) ¥<,+ = (J + 0»+)" *(/£/), Yo- = (S + ^-)~l(loI).

(b) G = (l/(lölt)rVo+(l + M)^o-
We proceed to prove the crucial result that the function G is constant-valued,

the constant being an invertible matrix. This will be done by considering the

Laguerre coefficients of /0~/0+G. We shall first show that l0~l0+Ge Ly(R), and

therefore has such a series.

3.6 Lemma.

(a) ^o + = I«I - ^+(loI) + Kdol) - ■ ■ ■ 6 L°2+ (R),

¥0-  = loi - &-(lol) + 0>-(lc~I) - -   6  ¿2" (R),

the series being absolutely convergent in the norm of L2(R), and

(b) lôl^Ge Ly(R).

Proof, (a) The series expansions obviously follow from the last definition

and the expansions given in 3.4. Since the ranges of &+ and 0>_ are included in
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L°2+ (R) and L2~ (R) and these are closed subspaces of L2(R), it follows from

the expansions that ^o+e L°+(P) and ,P0_ e L°f(R). Also these series converge

in the L2(R) norm, since by 3.4 (e),

I   I 3P\(lU) I and I   I ̂ -(/q/) I) <V»J I   p" < 00.
ngO ngO njïO

(b) follows  from  (a),   since   /0~/0+G = T0+(/ 4- Ai)«F0-   and   /4-MeLœ(P).

(Q.E.D.)

3.7 Theorem.   Let Aq be the (0, — )th Laguerre coefficient of(M*¥0_) and Bq

be the (0,+)th Laguerre coefficient ofC¥0+M). Then

(a) (I + M)V0-   = il + AÖVÖ + (M«F0_)o + , ¥<>+(/ +M) = (7 + B0+)/0+ +

0Po+Af)o-.
(b) G = constant = / 4- A0 = I + Bq ; A0 = B¿.

(c) / + M,XY0 + ,X¥0_ are invertible a.e. on R and (I + M)-1 e LX(R).

(d) G is invertible.

Proof,   (a) Since   I + Me L^R)  and   ¥<,_ e L2W,   (* + M)^0_ eL2(P).

Also by 3.3 and 3.5,

(/ + M)TV   = To- + (Ai^o-)- + -W 4- (M¥0-)o +

= (^4-^(^0-) + ^ 4" (M¥0-)o +

= löI + Aölö 4-(M«P0_)0 + .

This gives the first relation in (a). The second is proved similarly,

(b) By 3.5 (b),

/"Ô/S G = V0+(i + M)«P0_ = «P0 + {(/ + AÔ)Io + a term in L°+W},

hence for all k = 1, the (fc, — )th Laguerre coefficient of /¿"/^G is 0. But we also

know that

ÇIÎG-▼.+(! +M)T0-

= {(I 4-Bj)/J 4-a term in ij-(*)}■?„_,

hence for all A; _t 1, the (/c, 4- )th Laguerre coefficient of /<7/<î G is 0. Thus for all

k = l, the (/c, — )th and (fc, 4- )th Laguerre coefficients of l0~lo+G are 0. Therefore

/ö(A)/0+a)G(A) = C-0r0iX)+C¿ltiX) = 2CO/nil+X2) + i(C0 - C<7)/7t1/2 (A 4- f)

a.e. Since we know /0 1¿G e LyiR), therefore C0 =C% = C and hence

/o (A)/0+(A)G(A) = C{/0-(l) 4- /0+(l)} - 27r1/2C/0-(A)/0+(A).

Thus G(A) = 27t1 /2C = constant matrix.

The range of ¿P+ is included in LfiR), and therefore by 3.6(a), *F0+ = /0+f 4- }V+,

where *F+ e L2(P). This together with the first equality in (a) entails that
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lö /0+G = <F0+(/ + M)Y0_ = (/0+/ + Y+){(7 + Aö)lö + (APP0.)0+}

= /ö/0+(Z + A0) + /o+(MY0_)0+ + *F+(Z 4- Ao-)l~o + Y+(M«F0_)0 + .

If we integrate both sides over 7? we get G = I + Aq~.

The other expression for G is proved similarly.

(c) By Assumption 3.2, I -Y M is in the Banach algebra Lœ(R) at a distance p

less than 1 from /. Hence it is invertible and (7 + M ) "1 e L00(7?). Next since

Yo+6i-2+(R)and(Yo+)+(0 = 7t"1/2/2>0, by 2.1 (b), |detY0+|>0 a.e..

Consequently Y0+ is invertible a.e. on R. We can similarly show that Y0_ is

invertible a.e. on R.

(d) By 3.5 (b), /¿"/JG = V0+(l + M)Y0- Por almost all Aefl, each of

Y0+(A), 7 4- M(X) and Y0_(l) is invertible. Therefore G is invertible. (Q.E.D.)

In view of 3.7 (c) we may invert the equation IqIqG = Y0+(7 + M)*P0_ to

obtain

F=/0-/0+(l4-M) = {(/0+)2YÖ+}G{(/ö)2,Pöi} a.e. on R.

We shall now show that (l£)2x¥ôl and (/o)2,FO- are themselves in L°2+(R) and

L2~(7?) respectively, so that we have a factorization of the desired kind.

3.8 Lemma.   (l^)2VÖ+e L°2+(R) and (löf^ö- eL°2~(R).

Proof. Let A be the (0, — )th Laguerre coefficient of M*P0_ or equivalently

the (0, +)th Laguerre coefficient of Y0+M (cf. 3.7 (b)). By 3.7 (a) and 3.5 (b),

V0 + {iI + A)l¿ + (APP0.)0+}G-' = Vo+V + M^o-G1 = lölol. Therefore

Yo+ = {(I 4- A)lo 4- (MY0_)}G_1. Since G-1 is a constant, it easily follows that

(l+o)^öleÜ2+(R).
(b) is proved similarly. (Q.E.D.)

3.9 Lemma, (a) Y0+ is a full-rank optimal function in L°2+(R) and *F0_ is a

full-rank optimal function in L°2~(R).

(b) expÍTc"1/^«, log|det(7 + M(A))|(l + AT1^ = |detG|.

Proof. By 3.6 (a), V0+ s L°2+(R) and (1,o+)+(0 = n~1,2/2I > 0. Also by 3.7

(c), |detY0+ | > 0 a.e., and by 3.8, (1¡)2VO+ e L°2+(R). Therefore by 2.3, Y0+ is a

full-rank optimal function in  L2+(R).

The results for Y0_ can be proved similarly.

(b)By 3.5 (b), Zë/0HG = *F0+(Z + M)'P0_. Hence log|detG| + q log(/¿"/í)

= log | detY0 + | 4- log | defPo _ | 4- log | (7 4- M) |. Multiplying both sides by J¿" /q

and integrating over 7?, by (a) and 2.3 the result follows. (Q.E.D.)

To sum up, we have proved the following theorem.

3.10 Theorem. If (i) the function Me Lm(R) and

p= ess.l.u.b.   |M(A)|B<1,
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(ii)   ¥0+   =  /¿Z - (/0+M)+ 4- ((/0+M)+M)+ -      ,4V  = loi - (/0"M)_ 4-

iMHôM)_)_-, and

(iii) G = »P0+(/ + M)T0_/(/0-/0+).

Then (a) the (0, — )th Laguerre coefficient of M"F0_   is equal to the (0, +)th

Laguerre coefficient of *P0+M.

(b) ¥(,+  and (/o)24'o+1 are of full-rank optimal functions in  L2+(P) and

ÇV0+)+ii) = in-1,2/2)I.

(c) *P0_  and il0)2xV0l are of full-rank optimal functions in L2 (P) and

(«P0_)-(-i) = (7r-1/2/2)L

(d) (/ 4- M) = lölo^ölCVÖ- and consequently

F = /0-/0+(í 4- M) = {(/¿W-í} G{(/öm-}-

(e) |detG| = exp(l/n) J.?„log|det(J-l-M(A))|(l + X2)~1dX.

Now let yj G be any square root of G. Then setting

®i = 0o )2*o"+V G,       02 = (/Ô)2V GVo-1 ,

we obtain a solution of the Factorization Problem 3.1 under the Assump-

tion 3.2.

3.11 Remark.   By a simple calculation, we get

and

{• CO

|det(Oi)+(0| = |det(0>2)-( - Q| - exp(l/2n)       logldetF^KH-A2)"1^.
J-00

Since G may not be nonnegative hermitian, <l>y and 02 are not optimal in

L2+(P) and L2~(P). However taking polar decomposition of (<I>i)+(í) and

i^iVi - 0 (cf. [2, §83]) we have (0>i)+(i) = (<&2)"( - i) = P0Í70, where P0 >0

and V0 is a unitary matrix. We see that the functions

Oi° = «J-il/o"1,    O^O^o"1

are optimal and of full-rank. Moreover

F = <&1<I)2=<D?(I7oa>20í70).

The second factor will not in general be optimal in  L2"(P), since

(l7o^r7o)-(-0=I/oPoI7o

which is not nonnegative hermitian. However when F is hermitian-valued, we

shall show that <D2 =<&*, that G is hermitian, and that both factors can be taken

to be optimal.
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4. A factorization algorithm for nonnegative hermitian q X q matrix-valued

functions on the real line R. We shall apply the algorithm obtained in §3 to the

case in which F is hermitian-valued. In this case our restriction on F can be

weakened and is stated in terms of the eigenvalues of F(X), XeR. The final results

are also stronger than those obtained in §3.

4.1 Assumption.   F satisfies the following conditions:

(i) F is nonnegative, hermitian-valued on R such that Fe Ly(R) and

{logdetF(X)}l(l + X2)eLy(R).

(ii) There exist nonnegative measurable functions g(X) and h(X) such that

gl = F= hi, where ó = ess.l.u.b.^œ<x<œ{h(X)/g(X)} < co.

It easily follows that | [2/(g(X) + h(X))] F(X) -I\B = (h(k) - g(X))/(h(X) 4- g(X))

S b/(ô -Y 1) < 1. Letting M = 2F/(g -Y h)-I, we have

F = (l/2)(g + h)(I + M)& ess.l.u.b.  \M(X)\B ̂  ô/(ô + 1) < 1.
— oo<A<^oo

We next state the following lemma.

4.2 Lemma,   (a) g, h and (g + h)e Ly(R).

(b)logg(X)/(l + X2), logh(X)/(l + X2)   and log{g(X) + h(X)}¡(1 4- X2) are in

Ly(R).

By (a) and (b) there exists a full-rank optimal function cj> in L2+(R) such that

(g-Yh)/2 = \cp\2.

Because (g + h)/2 is a scalar-valued function we can determine the (fc, 4-)th

Laguerre coefficient ak of cp (cf. [1, §XII]) and may write

00

<t> = 2   aklk.
k=0

It remains to obtain a factorization for (7 4- M). However in this case because

M is hermitian-valued, ^_ is expressible in terms of ¡?+ by means of the adjoint

operator and consequently the general algorithm given in §3 can be considerably

simplified. More fully since M* = M, by 3.3 for all <S> e L2(R) we have

(^+(0))* = ((«»M))î = (((DM)*). = ^_(0*).

By induction, it readily follows that

(¡n(l0+r))* = i?n_(i-r).

Hence by 3.6 (a), YÓ*+ = Y0- and therefore

G = V0+(I + M)V*+l(lol¿)

is nonnegative hermitian, in fact positive definite, since it is invertible. Letting
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3>i = (C)2^rj+V G, where yj G is now the unique positive definite square root

of G, then the equality in 3.10 (d) becomes

(/ + M) = (Oi<DÏ)/(/o/o+).

Since we have already seen (cf. 3.10 (b)) that <J>i and (/J)2^1 =yjG~1V0 +

are optimal functions of full-rank in L°+(R), we have proved the following theorem.

4.3 Theorem.   Let (i) F satisfy Assumption 4.1,

(ii) M={2/ig+h)}F-I,
(iii) *F0+ =/0+/-(/0+M)+ 4-((/0+M)+M)+ - »»»,

(iv)  G = ¥0+(/4-M)4'0*+/(/ö/o+))

(v)   *i=(/o+)2,Fr;+VG-
Then (a) Oj and (/í)2Oi1 are full-rank optimal functions in  L°2+(P).

(b)F=|<p|2<Di«I>*/(/0-/0+),

where ef> is the full-rank optimal factor of the function ig + h)/2.

Letting O = (/)O)/I0+ we have

F = 00*.

In the following lemma we show that <D is the desired factor.

4.4 Lemma.   <b = eb<S>y/lç  is a full-rank optimal function in  L°2+(P).

Proof.    Since ebeL°2+iR) and Ox is in  L°2+(P), eb = I^0 aklf and

00

4>y   =     E       ilt/í.

Since (7 4-M)=010*/(/f;/o+X

(1) |*i //0+ |I = tr(OiOÍ/a¿ Fo )) = tr(/ + M) S 2q.

Since ehe L°2+(P), it follows by (1) that ®eL2(P). It is easy to see that for all

n — 0, the (n, — )th Laguerre coefficient of O is 0 and the (n, 4-)th Laguerre

coefficient   of O   is    Lf=0M»-*.   Hence   ® = £™=o{ ir=oM»-JeL|+(P).

(Q.E.D.)
Since each factor (1//q), </> and Oi is of full-rank so is the function

0» = (l/Z0+)</»O1.

Also since r¿(i),</>+(0 are positive and OqO) > 0,

(2) O +(0 = {l/ío(0}#+(0*Í (0 > o.

By 2.3 it easily follows that

/•oo

(3) detO+(/) = exp7t_1   I     log|det«J»|(l 4- X2)~1dX> 0.
J-00
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We have already seen that fl> is a full-rank function in L2+(R) and by (3),det O

is a nonzero optimal function in L°2*q(R), therefore by (2) and 2.3,0 is a full-rank

optimal function in   L°+(R). (Q.E.D.)

4.5 Remark.   Since »P0 + and (l¿)2^ôl e 4+ (R),

(i) y0+ = £ aj; & ilSfVïl = 2 BX.
ngO näO

From 3.6 (a), we find that A0 = I and for all n = 1,

OO 00 00

^n= — r„ + 2 rkr„_t — 2   2 rkrm_tr„_m +••■,
fc=l m=lk = l

where Tk is the (fc, 4- )th Lagurre coefficient of (ZjM). The coefficients Ak ate thus

determinable. By the identity

00 00

2 AJÍ ■ 2  BA+=(C)2/.
*=0 k=0

The coefficients Bk can be found from the recurrence relations

A0B0   = 7 = B0A0,

A0By     +   AyB0      =    0     =    B0Ay+ByA0,

A0B2 + AyBy + A2B0   = 0 = B0A2 + ByAy + B2A0.

Since A0 = I, matrix inversion will not be encountered in finding the Bks. From

0t =(/+)2^-^G, by (1), it follows that

{00 \ 00

2   Bkl¿UG =  2  (B^Olt.
fc = 0 I k = 0

From the proof of 4.4, we see that

O =   2  2   akBn_k sjGi;,(2)

and hence( T,k^oakB„-k)G112, the (n,+)th Laguerre coefficient of O, is determinable.

4.6 Remark Condition (ii) of Assumption 4.1 may equivalently be stated in

terms of the eigenvalues of F(X). In general these eigenvalues are not known and

it is easier to work with any known pair of functions g and h satisfying condition (ii).

5. A factorization algorithm for nonnegative hermitian rational q x q matrix-

valued functions on the real line 7?. In this section we consider nonnegative hermitian

q x q matrix-valued functions F which satisfy Assumption 4.1 and in addition

are rational. To simplify our work it is assumed that the poles of /q (g + h)F~1

ate simple in A"". However the results are true for more general situations.

(2) ak,k ^ 0, is the (Ar, +)th Laguerre coefficient of the optimal factor cp of the scalar-

valued function (g + ¿0/2 (cf. 4.2).
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By 3.7 (a), «F0+(/ + M) = (I + B¿)1¿ + (Y0 + M)0_, where B0+ is the (O, +)th

Laguerre coefficient of *P0+M. Since (/ 4- M) is a rational function, its inverse

exists everywhere except possibly at finitely many points so that

*o+ = {I + Bo + (Vo+Af)0_¡l¿] (I + M)'1 a.e. on R.

{I + Bq 4- OPq+A-Oo- flo } admits an analytic extension {/ + B0+ + (V0 + M)o_//J}~

to A- and (/ 4- M) ~1, /0+ may be extended to meromorphic functions (/ 4- M)~ ' (vv),

lo(w) to A" . It easily follows that

*F0+(A) - £   t^— a.e. on R,
j = i A - o-j

where the er¡, l—j = n, are the poles of l¿ (g4-/.)F_1 in A- and the C», 1 -g / *g n,

are constant matrices.

To sum up we have proved the following theorem.

5.1 Theorem. Let (i) F be a rational qxq matrix-valued function on the

real line R satisfying Assumption 4.1.

(ii)(3) lois+ ñ)F_1 have simple poles ery,---,an in A~ . Then there exist

constant matrices Cy,C2,---,C„ such that

,P0+(A)= I   -r-Si- a.e. on R
j=y   A -0j

We shall now indicate how the Cfs may be obtained. We know that

1*0+ = -£*°=o^k'o. where Ak are given by Remark 4.5. Having obtained A0,---,A„_.,

we assert the following corollary.

5.2 Corollary. Let Ak = [a'ks] and C¡ = [crfs], lSr,sSq- Then

•■•*= _ _L detA>s

Cj ~       2yjn   detA '

where

and Ar/5 is obtained from A by replacing thejth column of A by the transpose of

(a0 ,ay ,.-.,a„_i).

5.3 Remark. The later Ak (fc ̂  n) need not be computed from the relations

given in Remark 4.5, but directly from Cy,---,C„ as indicated in the next corollary.

5.4 Corollary.   For all k = 0, Ak are given by

(3) We may choose g and h to be rational. E.g. 1/tr F~ - and trFare such a pair of functions.
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A  --2 In  2   C    <°' + if
Ak-     2y/n^CJ(aj_—i.

In general <P is given by an expression containing infinitely many terms. However

for this case a closed-form expression for the factor is obtainable.
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